
AN ANALYSIS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS AND EXPERIENCES OF FOUR

CHINESE MOTHERS AND FOUR CHINESE AMERICAN D

mother-daughter relationships through discussion with sojourning Chinese. in the US. Luck Club () reflects diaspora
experiences of Chinese immigrant. women and .. the diaspora of four immigrant women from China to the US and their
Hall's theory of articulation to critique and analyze the film The Joy Luck.

The Joy Luck Club was made into a feature film in , and you wrote the screenplay for it. She was raised
without any religion in particular, but had the motley beliefs common to many of the well-to-do of her
generation, that is, rituals for showing respect to ancestors, a fear of unhappy ghosts for some reason ghosts
were never happy , and a belief in reincarnation, which could explain a lot of things, like curses, fate, and
acceptance of your bad circumstances. Why do you think this book has such a universal appeal? When she still
kept playing it wrong, I told her she was purposely working herself into a frenzy because she was secretly
afraid she couldn't do it. I think the choice of white men or white women as spouses was related more to
opportunity, the opportunity to meet a lot of Caucasians and the few opportunities to meet other Chinese
people. All the mothers discussed having to be flexible with their parenting values, attitudes, and behaviors in
different ways in order to accommodate their child's development in the U. These stories read like small
mythsâ€”in fact there are many mythological elements in this book. What are some other moments of strength
and weakness, both major and minor, that you can identify in the women in this book? I think that U. It is easy
to lose sight of what is valuable and meaningful in the blinding lights of commercial success. Thus, some
mothers appeared to have more concrete ideas about how to change their parenting to support their new ideas.
How parents negotiate and balance the parenting from both cultures is certainly more complicated than was
portrayed in Chua's book. She lives with her husband in New York and San Francisco. As Chua recounts in
her book, one of her daughters rebelled, and Chua had to reassess her views. New Dir Child Adolesc Dev.
Hui, a mother with a 6-year-old son, indicated that: I think that [Chinese] parents have higher expectations
regarding their children's academics [than American parents], which help children to foster a habit of studying
on their own. Suyuan Woo is the only member of the Joy Luck Club who does not have her own voice in this
bookâ€”she died a few months before the story begins. All four of the daughters in this book have ended up
unlucky in love in one way or anotherâ€”Jing-mei is still single at forty, Waverly is about to get married for
the second time, and both Rose and Lena are on the verge of divorce. Now, I do not [do this] anymore since [I]
came to the U. On page , when Lena St. Monogr Soc Res Child Dev. This is unlike the goals of other
religions, such as Judaism or Buddhism. Clair starting life over with an American man after being abandoned
by her first husband, or Rose Hsu Jordan, who is facing divorce from a man whose family never understood
her. We tried doing it chronologically, then by family relationship, and later by alternating voices of mothers
and daughters. At midnight, they ate dim sum, and sometimes we were allowed to have a late snack with
them. The mothers in the current sample had been visited by research assistants at their home four times over
the course of 2 years as part of a larger project, and this interview was conducted at the end of the second year.
Just the payoffs for hard work. Hwang described changes in her parenting since moving to the U. Would you
consider adapting any of your other works of fiction for movies? Which came first. Molly advised I write and
see. I was a success. What were your intentions when you created those unions?


